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Preface
“You shall not revile the deaf or put a stumbling block before the blind.”
-Lev 19:14

This verse from Leviticus started my journey on this thesis. In a chapter filled
with rules on holy living these words stuck out at me, they seemed out of place so I began
to explore. The most I had had thought about disabilities and the bible in connection with
one another was a small group discussion question in Old Testament class the previous
semester. As I began to explore the field of biblical disability studies, I was both
intrigued and overwhelmed. As an able-bodied white American male, I often find myself
within the majority, and have had very little experience with minority theologies and
hermeneutics such as the black theology or feminist hermeneutics. I also felt
overwhelmed and unqualified as in most of the books I read, the author dealt with the
experience of living with a disability in some way; either in their own life or in the life of
a child.
It is from this feeling of inadequacy, and lack of experiential living, that I found
my biggest challenge: choosing the right words to use. As the field of disability studies
continues to grow, and change, the politically correct language continues to grow and
change as well. In my research and writing, I faced several decisions in relation to the
words used. When I came across a source using politically incorrect or offensive
language, first I had to decipher if the point of view was valid, then I also had to decide if
iv

the information was worth sharing even if it could be offensive. In most cases this was
quite simple and many offensive sources were either not useful in this thesis, or I was
able to find other sources who were politically correct. However, this was not always the
case, most notably in the translation of the ancient texts. Most difficult for me was how to
portray the subject of Lev 21:17-23 in a politically correct and yet succinct way. I chose
to use blemish throughout the text of this thesis for this reason. I chose to use blemish
because it accurately relates to the Hebrew מים. In using blemish I am not implying
imperfection or less value, I simple use the term to identify a person as having a certain
identifiable characteristic or trait identified in Lev 21:17-23.

v

Abstract
Leviticus 21:17-23 is a text that discriminates against priests who have one of the
twelve blemishes listed, approaching the text with the intent to redeem the text for
modern application. An exploration in the role of priests in the ancient Near East will
show how the priests were human representations of the deity and many cultures and
religions had physical restrictions for the priests similar to Lev 21:17-23. Examining the
language of Lev 21:17-23 will show that the restrictions were not merely symbolic but
intended to stop blemished priests from approaching the altar. However, they were not
statements about the value of the blemished priest nor were they a call for further
discrimination. The final chapter surveys other early Jewish literature dealing with
restrictions in cultic activity. It will show that the restrictions of Lev 21:17-23 are
intended to deter the stare of the people and keep the focus of worship on YHWH.
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Chapter One
An Introduction to Biblical Disability Studies

“Hear, O Israel: The Lord is our God, the Lord alone. You shall love the Lord
your God with all your heart, and with all your soul, and with all your might. Keep these
words that I am commanding you today in your heart. Recite them to your children and
talk about them when you are at home and when you are away, when you lie down and
when you rise.” (Deut 6:4-7)1 This passage is foundational in Judaism and Christianity.
The principle of the message is simple: love God and teach your children to do the same.
However, 1 million people in the U.S. have a hard time hearing, 2.5 million have a hard
time being understood when they speak, and 3.3 million use a wheelchair while another
10 million need an aid to walk around; for these people reading these words can present a
challenge because of their physical condition.

2

The Bible is read through the world one

is embedded in, often without any regard to reading it differently. 3 For people with a
disability, words associated with their disability can be an obstacle when those words
occur in a biblical text because the bible “speaks of values that, for them cannot be
values. It announces that God is on the side of, and has a preference for, a world that is

1

All Biblical citations are from the New Revised Standard Version, unless otherwise noted.
All numbers are estimates and from Americans with Disabilities 2005 "20th Anniversary of Americans
with Disabilities Act: July 26", US Census Bureau
http://www.census.gov/newsroom/releases/archives/facts_for_features_special_editions/cb10-ff13.html
(accessed May 5, 2011).
3
John M. Hull, In the Beginning There Was Darkness: A Blind Person's Conversations with the Bible, 1st
U.S. ed. (Harrisburg: Trinity Press International, 2002), 3.
2

not their world-a reality to which they have no access.”4 A book that brings life and hope
to so many, can also cause pain and confusion to others. Moreover, the Church has been
just as confusing, uncertain, contradictory, and ironic in its interpretation and treatment of
people with disabilities.5 “The persistent thread within the Christian tradition has been
that disability denotes an unusual relationship with God and that the person with
disabilities is either divinely blessed or damned: the defiled evildoer or the spiritual
superhero.”6
The intent of this thesis is not to right the wrongs of the past, but rather to redeem
a biblical text dealing with disabilities that have contributed to the church being “a ‘city
on a hill’- physically inaccessible and socially inhospitable.”7 Leviticus 21:17-23 is a
discriminating text; it identifies twelve blemishes that disqualify a priest from serving at
the altar. In an age of political correctness and anti-discrimination, it is easy to see this
text and criticize it for discrimination and archaic views. Yet how different is this text
from Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 19648 that allows Bona Fide Occupation
Qualifications, or the physical requirements of the United States military and NASA
astronauts9, or even the United States Constitution that requires that the president be a
4

Ibid., 2.
Nancy L. Eiesland, The Disabled God: Toward a Liberatory Theology of Disability (Nashville: Abingdon,
1994), 69.
6
Ibid., 70.
7
Ibid., 20.
8
“it shall not be an unlawful employment practice for an employer to hire and employ employees,… on the
basis of his religion, sex, or national origin in those certain instances where religion, sex, or national origin
is a bona fide occupational qualification reasonably necessary to the normal operation of that particular
business or enterprise,” United States Congress, "Title Vii of the Civil Rights Act of 1964."
http://www.eeoc.gov/laws/statutes/titlevii.cfm
9
The branches of military all have different physical requirements of new recruits and NASA has specific
physical requirements including specified blood pressure, vision, and a height between 58.5” and 76”.
NASA, "Astronaut Requirements", NASA
http://www.nasa.gov/audience/forstudents/postsecondary/features/F_Astronaut_Requirements.html
(accessed Oct 26 2012).
5

2

natural born citizen and above the age of 3510? These requirements simply state what is
necessary for the person that has this job, they are not making statements about the worth
or equality of any people. Just as these occupational qualifications are not making
statements about the value of individuals, Lev 21 is not making a statement of worth or
equality, it is simply laying out certain physical requirements of priest. In examining the
socio-cultural role of priests in the ancient Near East, how the cultic language associated
with Lev 21 classifies blemishes as physical characteristics and other Jewish religious
texts that restrict cultic activity this thesis will show that the restrictions in Lev 21:17-23
are not intended to further discriminate nor are they a statement on the value of the priest,
instead the restrictions are formed based on roles of priests in society and the social
understanding of the body, intended to deter the stare of the people to ensure that worship
focused on YHWH and not the priest.

Understanding “Disability”
Disability is a complicated, multidimensional concept- a concept that has no
neutral language.11 The issues associated with disability are so complex that scholars in
the field do not even have an agreed upon single definition of disability. Complications
in discussing disability link to society’s views of disability and the language used to
define and understand disability. Within disability studies, four models of disability
emerge: medical, social, cultural, and the theological.
Until the middle of the twentieth century, disability was primarily viewed as a
medical condition; this is called the medical model. In the medical model, disability lies
10

Article II, Section 1, Clause 5
Gary L. Albrecht, Katherine D. Seelman, and Michael Bury, Handbook of Disability Studies (Thousand
Oaks, Calif.: Sage Publications, 2001), 16?
11

3

within the body, or mind, of the disabled person. The focus is on the body and finding a
cure. With the emergence of disability studies, scholars have uncovered a serious
problem with the medical model: it minimizes and even ignores the social environment
and its implications.12 All of the focus and effort is put into removing the impairment,
often treating the impaired person as having a sickness or contagious disease resulting in
isolation or institutionalization. With all the focus on the individual and finding a cure,
social practices that significantly affect people with disabilities are overlooked.13
The social model developed because of “blurring distinctions” between biological
and social conditions that occur within the medical model.14 Sociologists Tom
Shakespeare and Nicolas Watson identify three elements to the social model. First,
disabled people are identified as an oppressed people group. Second, a distinction is
made between impairment, a condition that a person has, and disability, the experience a
person has because of their impairment. The third element, which has some variations,
identifies disability as a social group viewed as a minority group (according to the North
American social model) or an oppressed social group (according to the British social
model).15 Within the social model, impairment is universally constant; however, the
social implications that result from that impairment change from culture to culture. 16 The

12

Rebecca Raphael, Biblical Corpora: Representations of Disability in Hebrew Biblical Literature, The
Library of Hebrew Bible/Old Testament Studies (New York: T & T Clark International, 2008), 6.
13
Ibid.
14
Rebecca Raphael, "The Bible and Disability Studies: An Editorial Introduction," Perspectives in
Religious Studies 34, no. 1 (2007): 4.
15
The North American social model does identify people with disabilities as a social minority group but
does not go as far as redefining disability based on oppression. Tom Shakespeare and Nicolas Watson,
"The Social Model of Disability: An Outdated Ideology," in Exploring Theories and Expanding
Methodologies: Where We Are and Where We Need to Go, ed. Barbara Altman and Sharon
Barnartt(Oxford: Elsevier Science, 2001), 10.
16
Jeremy Schipper, Disability Studies and the Hebrew Bible: Figuring Mephibosheth in the David Story,
Library of Hebrew Bible/Old Testament Studies (New York: T&T Clark, 2006), 17.

4

social model helped to bring changes in the way society views impairment and disability
and laid the groundwork for implementing changes like the Americans' with Disabilities
Act of the 1990’s. "Replacing a traditional 'medical model' view of disability- in which
the problems arose from deficits in the body- with a social model view- in which the
problems arose from social oppression- was and remains very liberating for disabled
individuals. Suddenly people were able to understand that they weren’t at fault; society
was."17
While the social model has been liberating for many people with disabilities, it is
not without problem. Deciphering where impairment ends and disability begins can be
murky. In modern contexts, where do we draw the line on issues like anorexia or the
inability to drive a car at night because of declining vision? 18 The difficulty in making
this distinction amplifies when studying ancient texts.
More recently, scholars have begun examining disabilities through a cultural
model. The cultural model, like the social model understands that society plays a role in
defining disability. Disability is not only the result of social organization, but integral to
social organization itself. Thus, the goal is not simply the removal of disabling barriers
but interrogation of how society uses disability. 19 The cultural model takes into
consideration biological, social, and environmental factors as integrating and
understanding disability.

17
18

Shakespeare and Watson, 11.
Schipper, 18. & Raphael, Biblical Corpora: Representations of Disability in Hebrew Biblical Literature,

7.
19

Schipper, 19-20.
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Another key disability model that is not as prominent within academia, but is
present is the theological model. This model holds ones physical condition in direct
correlation with ones relationship with God and sin. Suffering and physical difference are
viewed as divine punishment for sin-either by the individual or a parent.20 “If the gods
and their law are perfect, and, if disability, disease, and disaster are divine punishment for
sin committed, then such traumas and tragedies must be the moral responsibility of those
who experience them. The sufferer’s punishment is always deserved.” 21 This reasoning,
which Rachel Magdalene labels an ableist theology22 has, and continues to be, influential
in certain circles. The theological model can be problematic because it does not simply
look at the cause of disability and impairment; rather it provides an answer to the
question “why me.” The theological model of disability is important to understand
because it was within this model that the ancient world existed. In order to gain a proper
disability hermeneutic it is necessary to understand, as best we can, the author’s message
and the world at that time. Thus, throughout the pages of this thesis discussions of the
theological connection between disability and divinity appear in more detail.

Identifying Disability in the Ancient Near East
Hebrew does not have a specific word equivalent to disability; however, scholars
have identified a noun pattern that conceptually categorizes physical traits as “defective.”
This pattern is called the qittel noun pattern because it uses a hireq and sere and doubles
the second consonant. “This pattern suggests that the biblical authors did not see these
20

F. Rachel Magdalene, "The Ane Legal Origins of Impairment as Theological Disability and the Book of
Job," Perspectives in Religious Studies 34, no. 1 (2007): 26.
21
Ibid.
22
Magdalene defines ableist theology as one that “intentionally or inadvertently bolsters prejudice and
discrimination against people with disabilities.” Ibid.
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particular traits as isolated or unrelated physical features, but rather instances of a larger
conceptual category that helped organize and narrate physical differences.” 23 Often the
qittel words appear in clusters, (Ex 4:11 Lev 21; Lev 19:14) which Jeremy Schipper
identifies as another factor contributing to these words being part of a larger conceptual
category. Arabic has a similar pattern, the qattil pattern; it almost exclusively identifies
either colors or physical defects in individuals. 24 The qittel noun pattern does differ from
the Arabic qattil pattern because the qittel words do not always represent physical
defects. References to the “third (sillesim)and fourth (ribbe’im) (generations)” in Ex 20:5;
34:7 follow the qittel pattern but do not refer to a physical defect.25 Many times biblical
authors use the qittel words symbolically to portray negative character traits; while the
negative character traits are connected a physical defect they rarely refer to people with
disabilities. “In other words, the Hebrew Bible separates much of its language of
disability from the context of people with disabilities and applies it rhetorically to ablebodied people. One can only accomplish such a move, however, by encoding nonintrinsic, symbolic meanings into a culturally meaningful conceptual category.” 26

Disability and Illness in the Ancient Near East
Also important to understand is the close relationship between disability and
illness, especially in the context of the ANE. While the contemporary models of
disability would separate impairment, illness and disease, in the ANE these categories
23

Schipper, 65.
Joshua Fox, Semitic Noun Patterns, Harvard Semitic Studies (Winona Lake, IN: Eisenbrauns, 2003),
285. Quoted in: Schipper, 66.
25
Schipper, 65-66. It is suggested that these words are closely related to the Piel passive participle
(piqqeah) which is then used in an analogy with its opposite ‘iwwer.
26
Ibid., 68.
24

7

were synonymous and closely related in the biblical text.27 Using Ps 63:1 as an example,
John Wilkinson posits that within the Hebrew Bible a person was made of two primary
aspects- the soul ( )נפׁשand the body, or flesh ()בׂשר. While these are two different aspects
they are not viewed as separate parts but synthetic in nature- both the soul and flesh are
taken into account when examining a person’s health.28 As a result of this synthetic
thinking, the vocabulary used in the biblical text is very different than what is used today.
Words like health and body are virtually nonexistent in the text because the emphasis of
health is not about the physical body but about the entire person. 29 This paradigm is
present not just in the Hebrew Bible but in the New Testament as well. John 5 provides
an example of the synonymous use of sickness and impairment. The NRSV uses ill and
sick to describe the man healed by Jesus but simply implies that the man is paralyzed
while the NIV refers to the man as an “invalid.” The Greek word used in this text
ἀσθενέω translates as sick, weak, ill, or invalid. To categorize illness and impairment in
the same category today may seem frowned upon; Raphael suggests that using “disabled”
for the “ill” in biblical texts is fitting with little distortion because the effects of an illness
or disease significantly affected daily life.30

27

While these ideas are not synonymous in the field of disability studies today, there is still a close
correlation between these three terms. Where is the line drawn between these three when examining the
effects polio on a person? “Polio is a disease; loss of the use of one’s legs on account of polio is an
impairment; further, limitations that result from the body-environment misfit are disabilities.” Rebecca
Raphael, "Things Too Wonderful: A Disabled Reading of Job," Perspectives in Religious Studies 31, no. 4
(2004): 401.
28
John Wilkinson, The Bible and Healing: A Medical and Theological Commentary (Edinburgh: Handsel,
1998), 10.
29
Ibid. 10
30
Raphael, "Things Too Wonderful: A Disabled Reading of Job," 401.
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Leviticus 13-14 details how to treat a person with “leperous disease”.31 John
Hartley compares the symptoms described in Lev 13 and the modern diseases of cancer
or AIDS saying they both “convey strong feelings of dread and repulsion.”32 King Uzziah
(2 Chr 26), and Naaman and Elisha’s servant Gehazi (2 Kings 15) are examples of people
being cut off from society because of skin disease; and Jesus encounters several lepers all
of whom are viewed as outcasts because of their disease. 33 While, in modern society
disease, illness, and disability are separate classifications and treated differently, when
examining ancient texts, it is appropriate to classify these together. Not only is
appropriate to classify disease and illness as disability, it is helpful in understanding
disability in the ancient world as it gives us a broader scope of literature to examine.
The Sumerian creation myth of Enki and Ninmah provides one of the earliest
literary portrayals of disability in the ANE. The myth is an explanation of the origins of
humanity-both normal and abnormal forms.34 The second half of the myth portrays a
contest between two of the deities, Enki and Ninmah. Ninmah claims the she is able to
control the fate of humanity by her will and the way she shapes the embryo in the wombEnki attempts to counter this claim. Ninmah then proceeds to create six different people,
each with some sort of impairment: weak hands, blindness, “one with broken feet,”
incontinence, a barren woman, and an asexual creature. Despite the impairments, Enki is
able to place each of them in a role that is socially acceptable and economically
31

 צרעתoften translated as “leprosy” is best thought of as a change of the skin as in a rash or various other
medical conditions on the skin. J.E. Hartley, Leviticus, Word Biblical Commentary (Dallas: Word, 1998),
187.
32
Ibid.
33
Leper, or leprosy occur 13 times in the Gospels and on at least two occasions, while speaking Jesus
groups the blind, the lame, the lepers, the deaf, the dead, and the poor together. (Matthew 10:8, 11:5; Luke
7:22).
34
Hector Avalos, Sarah J. Melcher, and Jeremy Schipper, This Abled Body: Rethinking Disabilities in
Biblical Studies, Semeia Studies (Atlanta: Society of Biblical Literature, 2007), 17.

9

productive.35 Enki then proceeds to create a human in a new and innovate way: sexual
procreation. When Ninmah inspect Enki’s creation, named Umul, she responds, “The
man you have fashioned is neither dead nor alive. He cannot support himself.”
Enki and Ninmah is an important text when it comes to disability studies because
it “recognizes the non-normative medical conditions of these persons, but it does not
categorize them as ‘disabled’ or unemployable…[it] recognizes an ‘otherness’ to each of
Ninmah’s children… The text of Enki and Ninmah thus distinguishes between those
humans with physical or functional abnormalities who are integrated into their
community in economically productive ways and those humans (represented by Umul)
who are unfit for productive labor of any kind.”36

Problems Facing Biblical Disability Studies
Scholars in the field of Biblical Disability Studies face several obstacles. As with
any biblical scholar, in order to understand the text of the Bible, one must understand the
culture and to whom it was written. Scholars must put aside their modern thinking and
political correctness and immerse into an ancient culture in order to get at the meaning of
a text. Within disability studies, scholars examine texts using various models of
disability- theological, medical, social, and cultural.
Another difficulty facing scholars is that there is limited evidence to study, most
of the evidence comes from ancient texts, although there have been recent archeological
finds that scholars have given new evidence to examine. While there are a great number

35

Ibid., 18.

36

Ibid., 19.
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of texts that mention people with disabilities, most of the texts give us very little insight
into the daily life of the disabled. Enki and Ninmah shows the integration of many of the
people with disabilities into functioning economic roles within society. Unless something
out of the ordinary occurred it is unlikely anything would have been written about an
integrated member of society with an impairment. On the other hand, those not integrated
were probably too impaired and thus unlikely to be included in any literary or public
records.37 When disabilities appear in ancient texts, it is often a literary device rather than
a description of a person’s life, or the person experienced or did something out of the
ordinary.

Aim and Methods of this Thesis
The aim of this thesis is to take a redemptionist approach to Lev 21:17-23 and
show that the text and early interpretations \were not intended to imply the inequality of a
priest with a disability, instead the restrictions placed on the priests were intended to
ensure proper worship and keep the focus of off the priest at the altar. Chapter 2
examines the role of the priest in the ancient Near East and I will show how the priests
were an elite social class in society, viewed in many societies as an extension of the deity.
Therefor, it was customary that priests adhere to strict ritual purity guidelines, therefore
purity was the reason for implementing a list of physical blemishes that disqualified a
priest from certain activities. Through an examination of the cultic language of Lev 21, in
chapter 3 I will claim that the blemishes are not symbolic but classify physical
characteristics and while they disqualify a priest from certain activity, the priest is not
37

Ibid., 15.
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considered ritually impure. In chapter 4 I will connect some early Jewish literature
discussing cultic restrictions or physical blemishes and argue given these early
interpretations the intent of Lev 21 was to deter the stare of the people.

12

Chapter Two
Priests as Icons
In order to understand the priestly restrictions of Lev 21, one must examine the
social and cultural issues surrounding the text, especially in relation to the roles the priest
played within the society of the ANE. Although the religions throughout the ANE are
complex and hard to generalize because they exhibit “change and continuity,” 38 several
common threads exist among these religions. Within the religions of the ANE the temple
and the priests played a key role for the priest was the mediator between the deity and the
people. The temple was not simply another building but it was the home of the deity, and
although it was the ultimate place for serving the gods, temples were not open to the
public, but only to a select few. A priest was not an occupation a person chose, but rather
the priest was an icon of the deity. This chapter will examine how the expansion of
agriculture and need for administrators led to the rise of the priests as a special social
class in society. In order to maintain their elite status priest perpetuated the religious
ideas of the ANE that the temples were the homes of the gods and thus reserved for only
a select few. Finally, through examining other ANE texts, that restrict blemished priests
from cultic activity, I will argue Lev 21 is based on the social practices and understanding
of the ANE.

38

Tammi J. Schneider, An Introduction to Ancient Mesopotamian Religion (Grand Rapids: W.B.
Eerdmans, 2011), 51-53.Some of the earliest Sumerian texts contain over five hundred and sixty names of
deities, while a list from the middle of the second millennium contains almost two thousand names of
deities.
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Origins of Priests
At a basic level the religious systems across the ANE consisted of a set of rituals
and festivals whose purpose “consists of averting evil which may threaten an individual
or the community, by following a fixed set of rules which describes how humans must
serve the gods and in return enjoy a secure and pleasant life.”39 A primary role of the
priest was to offer sacrifices to the gods; which many of the early cults believed the
sacrifices actually fed the deities.40 The societies in the ANE began as agricultural
communities; the deities linked to nature (sun, wind, fire, rain) and fertility; as agriculture
became more sophisticated it resulted in stability in residence, and the formation of
societies and changes in religion.41 In Society, people no longer relied strictly on what
they grew, instead they began to work with other family clans living nearby to provide a
variety of food and goods. Eventually, people became better at growing their specialized
crop and a surplus began to occur. With a surplus of food, a need arose for someone to
control the administration of the society; the priests were the first to do so. 42
Initially priests expanded their role to include economic distribution and
administration as well as continuing to perform the cultic activities to appease the gods. 43
Several priests were involved in the cultic activities of the temple and several priests were
39

Marc J. H. Linssen, The Cults of Uruk and Babylon: The Temple Ritual Texts as Evidence for Hellenistic
Cult Practises, Cuneiform Monographs, (Boston: Brill, 2004), 23.
40
By the time of the Israelite cult, this idea ceased . Michael V. Fox, Temple in Society (Winona Lake:
Eisenbrauns, 1988), 20.
41
Benjamin R. Foster, From Distant Days: Myths, Tales, and Poetry of Ancient Mesopotamia (Bethesda,
Md.: CDL, 1995), 55. As societies grew and became more developed the gods changed too, becoming
associated not only with nature and fertility but also issues like justice and the human afterlife.
42
There are some exceptions, where the king also served as priest. In the old and middle kingdom of Egypt
the king served as the high priest and there was no separate priestly class. Most Egyptian men served as
priests for a period. However, in the new kingdom, there is evidence of a full-time priesthood, yet most of
the priests only served part-time.
Byron E. Shafer and Dieter Arnold, Temples of Ancient Egypt (Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell University, 1997), 9.
43
Schneider, 80-82.
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required for the economic activities: raising money through tithes, participating in money
exchange and trade, and owning land, livestock and slaves.44 A list of temple staff at
Ninruta’s temple in Lagash shows that most of the temple staff performed the daily
routine tasks: guard, miller, fuel-carrier, water-carrier, oil-presser, cow herder,
coppersmith, steward, boatman, boat-tower, weaver, courtyard sweeper, barber, waterpourer, mat-maker, runner, stone carver, king’s butler, palace guard, house supervisor,
accountant, treasurer, cupbearer, overseer of the oil-pressers, and scribe.45 Eventually the
tasks of the priest became so great that they began to allow others to perform some of the
tasks in the temple, these were not priests, but special laypersons who were granted
access to the temple for a specific task, many times these temple workers had to meet
certain physical requirements just as the priests did. While the daily routines changed in
each society and with each deity, it is clear that offering sacrifices was not the only thing
required of those working inside the temple.
The increased roles of the priest lead to a rise in the status in society; Leopold
Sabourin identifies two key contributing factors to the priests rise in social status: priests
were above their fellow man and they lived apart from their community. 46 As city
administrators and economists, priests needed a system of record keeping and thus relied
on technological advances in writing and bookkeeping.47 Priests used their writing skills
to keep administrative records and form creation myths, legal codes, and more. Sabourin

44

Linssen, 13.
Karen Rhea Nemet-Nejat, Daily Life in Ancient Mesopotamia (Westport, Conn.: Greenwood, 1998), 191.
46
Leopold Sabourin, Priesthood. A Comparative Study, Studies in the History of Religions Supplements to
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suggests that priests were elevated because they are generally more intelligent48- although
it is not clear if the priest was chosen because of the higher intelligence, or if because of
the priest was viewed as more intelligent due to their training and ability to write. As the
priestly class became more developed they became more elite as well. Many priests lived
apart from the community in a temple and were elevated in status because they were
generally more intelligent. “As mediators of the supernatural they are indeed expected to
stand apart and above their fellow men.”49 While historical texts write about the elite
status of the priests, biblical scholars question the accuracy in the depiction of priests in
those accounts because many the nature of the sources. Especially in Israel, where it is
likely that the preexilic evidence was compiled post exile and to the authors, likely
priests, legitimizing the role of priests was more important than historical accuracy. 50

Relationship of Priests and Deity
In the Mesopotamian anthromorphic cults, gods lived in the heavens and in their
own temple. The statues in the temples were not merely statues but manifestations of the
gods.51 Thus as the perceived home of the gods the temple provided a link between
heaven and earth. The dwelling of the deity living in the temple appears in Judaism (Ex
29:45). Biblical archeologist George Ernest Wright states that the temple was “the point
where the Divine touched the human, where the transcendent became immanent, and
where the ultimate source of power became available to alleviate human weakness and
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need.”52 Heaven and earth link spatially and spiritually; this correlation transfers to the
high priest who is a reflection of the heavenly high priest above. 53 The temples and
priests were the intermediaries between humanity and God. “The temple is the place
where the best representatives of humanity meet with God. This is the theology of the
temple and its cult recorded in our earliest texts up to our latest ones.”54 Author and
scholar Judith Abrams describes the priests as exceptional elite of the spirit, comparing
them to United States Marines. “The priests operated in a dangerous environment; the
temple. The temple was filled with a holiness that could be lethal to those lacking the
right protective qualifications. These qualifications- correct bloodline in a blemishless,
perfectly life-filled body- allowed the priests to enter the realm between heaven and earth
and mediate between God, and God’s heavenly retinue, and Israel.”55
Scholars attribute the idealistic paradigm for the priest to the close association of
priest and deity. Thomas Hentrich calls priests “the closest persons representing God’s
‘perfect’ incarnation of earth.”56 John Davies does not go as far as seeing the priest as an
incarnation, instead the priest is “a visual model of what ideal humanity is to look like,
humankind in their original created dignity and honour in relation to God and the world
around them, then to have an evident disability will send the wrong signals.” 57 Davies is
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unclear in exactly who receives the wrong signals and exactly how that message is
perceived, and in doing so Davies himself sends out a wrong signal.
The creation story says that God created אדמin our image and God said it was
good (Gen 1:27), there is no mention of disability here or even after the fall in Gen 3. In
fact Ex 4:11 YHWH declares that it is YHWH who יׂשוםthe mute, deaf, seeing and blindand while making this declaration there is no statement about the mute, deaf, seeing or
blind being less dignified or honoring to YHWH. Even if Davies idea of “ideal
humanity” is based on a cultural context, either ANE or current culture, what is the
wrong signal apparently sent? If one were to use the cultural understanding of disability
and disease as a punishment from the gods, having a priest with an evident disability
would proclaim a message of YHWH’s (חסדEx 34:6; Num 14:18; Neh 9:17; Ps 86:15;
103:8; 145:8; Joel 2:13; Jonah 4:2).
Ultimately, priests were an elite class of individuals; regardless of where their
elitism stemmed from, economic status or divine call, the priests were believed to provide
a needed link to the divine. The link with the divine increased the expectation upon the
priests; as representatives of the deity to the people, and of the people before the deity.
Ultimately “the priests had to be worthy of the heavenly beings whose company he
shared.”58

Priestly Restrictions in ANE Literature
"Ever since human beings have sought a relationship with the deity, they have
also been aware of the dangers emanating from the holy. The closer one comes to
the deity, the more careful one must be. Anyone who by profession comes into
proximity with the divine dwelling and with the divine power concentrated there
58
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must exercise even greater caution. In our own world, such reticence before the
holy corresponds to the risk one undergoes when dealing with x-rays and
radioactive substances. The x-ray physician is far more at risk than is the patient.
Thus those who work directly at the hearth of danger must implement heightened
precautions." 59
Throughout the ANE requirements of physical perfection for those with access to the
gods was common, this should not be surprising given the physical perfection expected of
royal attendants (Dan 1:4). 60
Several Babylonian texts exist that show just how common priestly perfection
requirements were. The diviner (baru) must be “perfect to his appearance and limbs” and
includes the following disqualifying blemishes: cross-eyed, chipped teeth, bruised finger,
and the “leper”61 who was banned from sacral office.62 Another text explains the priestly
candidate for Enlil’s temple was inspected from head to toe. The text is too fragmentary
to translate all of the blemishes, but it includes several translated features: disfigured
face, mutilated eyes, and irregular features like being branded disqualified a person.63
Another text calls for the priest to be of certain familial descent, flawless in body and
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limbs, not having squinting eyes, chipped teeth, a cut-off finger or a ruptured testicle.64
“In all likelihood, similar standards will have been customary for cultic experts in other
temples.”65
Other literature in ANE civilizations shows similar requirements of their priests.
In Hittite, no equivalent word for priest has been found, but Jacob Milgrom suggests that
one existed because there is an unambiguous law declaring bestiality with a horse or mule
permitted but such a person may not approach the king, nor may he ever become a
priest.66 Another Hittite text reads:
“Furthermore, those who prepare the daily (sacrificial) bread are to be pure.
They are to be bathed and shaved, their [body?] hair and their na[ils] are to be
cut. They are to wear clean clothes. They are not to prepare it [in an unclean
state (?)]. (Only) those who are [agreeable] to the gods' soul and body are to
prepare this (bread). (Lines 14-15 KUB XIII 4)67
In another Hittite text, Investigating the Anger of the Gods, omen readers attempt to
discover why the gods are angry and in the text they seek to see if the presence of
“deficient people” in the temple angered the gods. Unfortunately, the text is broken and
we are left without an answer, but the mere presence of “deficient” or “mutilated” people
defiling the temple and angering the gods suggests that this was a belief.68
Similarly, an Egyptian papyrus found from the Roman period calls priests “seal
bearers” because they inspected sacrifices for blemishes and stamped with a seal those
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that were acceptable.69 While the priests of Egypt did not have any moral requirements or
special training, the priest did have to meet the conditions of physical purity. These
requirements were met by being circumcised, washing in cold water twice a day and
twice a night, and before entering the sacred place rinsing their mouth with a mixture of
diluted water and natron and removing all the hair from their body. While the priests
were serving they had to maintain a specific diet, be sexually abstinent, and they were
restricted from wearing certain types of clothing.70
Examples of priestly perfection are not limited to the ANE. The Greeks, in the
writings of Plato, show the requirement for priestly perfection. While Plato says priests
and priestess who hold hereditary priesthoods “should not be disturbed,” there is a
realization that there will be a time to establish new priesthoods partly by election and
partly by lots. After being chosen the candidate is to be tested: “first, to see as to whether
he is sound and true-born, and secondly, as to whether he comes from houses that are as
pure as possible, being himself clean from murder and all such offences against religion,
and of parents that have lived by the same rule.” (Laws 6:759).71 The only physical
requirement laid out is that he is under sixty. Even in the Hindu culture, Brahmans born
with a bodily defect, or obtaining one before 16 are excluded from the holy caste. Others
excluded include liars; calumniators; those who are passionate or quarrelsome, malicious
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or spiteful, haughty or averse to prayer; those who are blind or deaf; those whose teeth
are large; and those who have any symptom that threatens to undermine life or health. 72

Conclusion
Since the formation of stabilized societies, priests have been an elite class of
people able to continue their elitism through economic and intellectual power. Seen as
linking heaven and earth, being a human connection with the deity, priests have the duty,
privilege, and dangerous task of approaching the holy and sacred spaces to appease the
gods. Cultures do not take this task lightly and have placed specific restrictions upon
priests. Whether the reasoning is to protect the image of their god, as might be suggested
by John Davies, or to protect the people from the anger of the gods, as suggested by the
Hittite omen text; people have put restrictions on who can enter the holy and sacred
spaces. Many of the lists include physical and moral requirements.
Leviticus 21:17-23 has many similarities with these other ancient priestly
restrictions, yet it also has some striking differences; mainly the lack of moral
requirements in the list. Some scholars point to the parallelism between Lev 21:17-23 and
Lev 22:22-24 claiming that including moral blemishes is senseless because animals
cannot have moral flaws. Ultimately, the entire nation of Israel was assumed to have the
same moral code, thus regardless of one’s position, the Israelite was called to a high
moral standard.73
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Chapter Three
The Blemishes and Cultic Language of Leviticus 21

Leviticus 21:18-20 contains the most comprehensive list of physical impairments
in the Hebrew Bible; it includes impairments acquired congenitally or from injury or
accident, and because of its unique nature it can be difficult to understand.74
Understanding the blemishes has lead scholars to debate why the particular conditions are
listed and influence their hermetical interpretation of the text. This chapter will examine
the textual variations and interpretations of the individual blemishes, explore theories
regarding the composition of the group, and survey the relationship of the blemishes and
the holiness words associated with the cultic activity in Israel.

Understanding the Cultic Language of Blemishes
There is no Hebrew equivalent word for “disability”, the closest word is מום. מום
most often refers to “an imperfection or blemish in the physical characteristics normally
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attributed to a creature or person” 75 and occurs 21 times in 19 verses.  ּמוםis used five
times in Lev 21:17-23, each time describing the priest.  מוםis also used to describe the
condition required of animal sacrifices (Lev 22:20, 21, 25; Num 19:2; Deut 15:21; 17:1).
In Lev 24:19, 20 a person that blemishes someone else is to receive the same treatment
and suffer the same injury. In all of the above passages,  מוםis general descriptor with no
specific connection between a particular condition, impairment, sickness, or disease.
There are three separate passages which use  מוםwith a negative, either  לאor אינ, and in
these occurrences the physical beauty and appeal is being described. Absalom is
described as more beautiful than anyone in Israel; from head to toe because “ לא הי ֽה בו מום
” (2 Sam 14:25). The young men brought into Nebuchadnezzar’s court were without a
blemish in them (( )ין־בהם כל־מאוםDan 1:4). In Song of Solomon, details the beauty of the
bride from head to toe, then summarizes “( "כלך יפה רעיתי ומום איןSong 4:7). This use of
 מוםwith the negative לאand  אינis intriguing because it suggests that there is a difference
between a person with no blemish (  לֹו מוםand an unblemished person ()תמים.
Nance Eiesland suggests that although  תמיםdoes not appear in Lev 21 it is
conceptually present; 76 It is the omission of  תמיםfrom Lev 21 which may bring
important insight to this passage. 51 of the 90 occurrences of  תמיםdescribe the required
condition of a sacrificial animal- the animal was to be “complete,” “perfect,” or “without
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blemish.” The connection with the sacrificial animal places  תמיםmost frequently in
Leviticus (22 times), Numbers (19 times), and Ezekiel. (13).
Outside of texts describing animal sacrifice, the semantic range of  תמיםmoves
away from the physical aspect of perfection and incorporates moral completeness or
perfection. Noah was ( תמיםGen 6:9), Abraham is commanded by YHWH to be תמים
(Gen 17:1), and David describes himself as ( תמים2 Sam 22:24; Ps 18:23), in Psalms and
Proverbs  תמיםpositively describes those who walk in the law of the YHWH (Ps 119:1),
whose heritage will abide forever (Ps 37:18) and they will receive goodly inheritance
(Prov 28:10).  תמימis also used to describe the work of God (Deut 32:4), the way of God
(2 Sam 22:31; Ps 18:30; 19:7; 101:2) and the knowledge of God (Job 37:16). If Lev 21
was symbolic or a call for the higher moral standards of priests then one would expect
 תמיםin the text.  תמיםis used elsewhere in the Holiness Code; twice it describes a
complete calendar year (Lev 23:15; 25:30) and four times, including twice in the parallel
passage of Lev 22, it is used describing the sacrificial animal (Lev 22:19,21; 23:12,18). In
all of its occurrences,  תמיםdoes not describe physical characteristics or appearances of an
individual. The distinction between  לא מיםand תמים, and the omission of  תמיםfrom Lev
21, suggests that the disqualifying blemishes are strictly physical conditions, although
moral blemishes may have disqualified a priest, they were not the concern of this list.77
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The Individual Blemishes of Lev 21
The list begins with the blind ( )עורand the lame ()פסח, two widespread
impairments in antiquity,78 the grouping of blindness and lameness is a common
rhetorical reference to people with disabilities in the bible.79 Scholars, such as Nobuyoshi
Kiuchi, who claim that given the rarity of the blemishes the text is simply symbolic, do
little to explain the inclusion of these two impairments in the list. 80 Karl Elliger and
Baruch Levine claim that the blindness must be referring to blindness in one eye;81 even
if this were the correct reading of  עורit does not address the reasoning for including the
lame.  פסחmay refer to a person who is lame in only one leg: 2 Sam 9:13 makes a clear
distinction that Mephibosheth was lame in both his feet82; Sipra’ allows for  פסהto mean
one or both legs(Emor, Parashah 3:4)83; Qumran literature and the Tgs. use  פסחto denote
lameness in one leg and  חגרidentifies lameness in both legs (1QM 7:4; 4QD). חרמ, a
hapax, has been interpreted as “short limbed” (Ibn Ezra)or “amputated limb” (Ibn Janah;
cf. Abravanel); more commonly it refers to a mutilated face, traditionally understood as a
problem with the nose, but could be as broad as “having something abnormal on the
ܺ
face.”84  ׂשרועsimply means “deformed”, given its close relation to the Aramaic (ܣܪܝܥ
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(sriʿ)) which means mutilated85, the Vulgate translated it as “long nosed” and DBL
identifies it as “pertaining to a condition of any kind in which an object has an abnormal
shape or appearance.”86 The LXX translates it as “ears cut off” which may be a reference
to the story of Hyrcanus, a priest whose ears were cut off to ensure he would never be
high priest (Josephus, Antiq. XIV, 366). ׁשבר רגל או ׁשבר יד, a broken foot or a broken hand
could refer to either a temporary or permanent condition, especially considering that
many minor medical conditions did not receive the same kind of treatment we are
accustomed to today, so even with a minor break the bones may not be properly set and
thus permanent damage could result. גבן, a hapax legomenon, is generally translated as
“hunch back”, although the NEB understands it to be referring to a” misshapen eyebrow.
דק, literally means “withered” or “thin”, such as the cows in Pharaoh’s dream (Gen 41)
yet most versions translate it as “dwarf.” תבלל בעינו, another hapax legomenon, refers to
variation in the eyes; some kind of obscurity, defective spot, or blurring of the iris and
pupil, yet the exact meaning or condition is beyond our information.87  גרבand  ילפתboth
refer to some sort of skin condition, different from  צרעתin Lev 13 which would have
isolated them from the community.  גרבis generally understood as an itch, scab, or
festering wound as it is closely related to the Arabic for eczema and the Akkadian for
leprosy, scabies, and festering rash.88 ילפת, used only here and Lev 22:22, often translated
as lichen, scurf or a skin eruption of some kind possibly ringworm or herpes. 89 The
twelfth blemish, מרוח אׂשך, another hapax legomenon, clearly refers to the testicle, and
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Levine suggests it literally means “one whose testicles are rubbed, crushed.” 90 While
Deut 23:2 (H) forbids anyone with crushed testicles, פצוע־דשכא, from entering the
assembly this is believed to be in specific reference to eunuchs, or those who
intentionally mutilate their own genitals in cultic worship or those who had been officials
in foreign governments,91 because of Deut 23:2 (H ) the blemish in Lev 21:20 should not
be understood as referring to eunuchs. Hentrich suggests that due to the crude medical
conditions in the ANE Lev 21:20 refers to an unsuccessful circumcision92, others suggest
the text refers to swollen testes, a hernia, and a man with only one testicle. The
blemishes, which are the most comprehensive list of physical impairments in the biblical
anthology93, raise many questions and scholars have just as many educated guesses,
ultimately the exact meaning of these blemishes is moot;94 in fact many of the blemishes
would not classified as disabilities today.95 Yet the text is clear: it identifies certain
physical conditions that disqualify a priest from performing priestly duties at the altar and
in the sanctuary.

Theories of Composition
While a medical diagnosis of each blemish in Lev 21 could help, more significant
to scholars is an understanding of why the particular blemishes were chosen. Various
theories are scattered throughout commentaries on why these blemishes were chosen, yet
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three general theories recur: obscurity, parallelism, and categorization. These general
theories draw from one another, yet when interpreting, scholars tend to lean more heavily
toward one of the theories.
Kiuchi suggests that the defects were uncommon, suggesting that if the priest’s
body was ordinary he was qualified to be a priest. The list intentionally uses obscure
defects to direct the attention away from the looks of the priest and emphasize inner
holiness, so in composing a list of uncommon defects the list becomes about the priest
having an unblemished heart. “A believing heart is wholehearted, sincere, and has
nothing to hide, just as with Noah (Gen 6:9), Abraham (Gen 17:1), and David (2 Sam
22:24/Ps 18:23 [24]). Such a condition is in fact the essence of holiness. Thus the idea of
having a priest meeting the outward qualifications without having the inner qualifications
appears ridiculous.”96
On the surface, this theory appears to address the discrimination of the blemished
priest; however, there are problems with this theory in the accuracy of the obscurity of
the blemishes, and it creates a new problem in the portrayal and understanding of
disabilities. As stated in the introduction to this thesis, one of the problems facing biblical
disability studies is that physical descriptions are rare in biblical texts-it is only those who
have physical characteristics out of the ordinary that are described, either negatively (2
Sam 4:4) or positively (1 Sam 9:1) 97. With the possible exception of the blind and lame
integration into society, with no additional accommodation, was possible for a person
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with any of the conditions listed in Lev 21:18-20. The other conditions may be obscure
and rare in ANE literature but that obscurity may be the result of how well people with
these conditions were able to integrate into society. A second problem with this theory of
obscurity is the inclusion of  עורand פסח, two conditions that appear to be quite prevalent
in literature and various archeological findings 98, and are often used as general categories
for those with physical impairments. Another problem with this theory arises when
considering priests with one of these conditions. If, as the theory states, the conditions
were rare, they existed-so, was a priest with  תבלל בֽעינוdisqualified from approaching the
altar? If the answer is yes, the text is still discriminating and does not in fact redeem the
text; if the answer is no, it also poses a problem for disability scholars because of the
message it sends about the disabled. By associating these physical conditions with a lack
of holiness, people with disabilities become categorized, devalued and marginalized.99
A second theory asserts that the list of blemishes in Lev 21:18-20 is parallel with
the blemishes in Lev 22:22-24 that makes an animal sacrifice unacceptable. Just like Lev
21, Lev 22 composes a list of twelve blemishes: ( עורתblindness), ( ׁשבורfractured), חרוץ
(mutilated, cut), (יבלתwart), (גרבscab), ( ילפתringworm), ( ׁשרעdeformed), ( קלטstunted,
shortened), and testicles that are ( מעךpressed), ( כתותcrushed), ( ּנתוקtorn), or ( כרותcut).100
Of the twelve conditions, four of them use the same words:  ילפת, גרב, ׁשריע, ;עורthree
conditions (injured testicles, lame, and a mutilated face) convey the same idea but use
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different words and five of the conditions listed in Lev 21 are not found in Lev 22. Given
the differences in the anatomy between humans and the animals there are bound to be
different words for similar conditions; some conditions, such as a broken hand, which
would not have an equivalent in an animal; and some conditions, e.g. hunch back, may be
less noticeable, or less impairing in animals than in humans. Therefore, it would be
unreasonable to expect an exact replica of the two blemish lists. The visibility of the
blemishes is a key contributing factor to the parallelism between the two lists; the
composer is restricted to physical blemishes, the result is moral, mental, emotional, and
non-visible (e.g. mute and deaf) blemishes are omitted.101 Those that hold primarily to
this theory would understand the texts to equate the perfection required of animal
sacrifices with the perfection of priests.
It is hard to deny that the passages are parallel with one another; however, this
theory does face two difficulties. First, the lists only contain seven conditions that are
actually parallel with one another. As stated earlier, there are clearly anatomical
differences between humans and animals; however, it would seem that one could find
more than seven similarities between the two. Eiesland points to the careful arrangement
of styles and eye for detail found in the Holiness Code reason for the deliberate
correlation between the two lists.102 If there is such an eye for detail and a careful
arrangement of style, why are the two lists not more carefully ordered? Although seven
of the blemishes are parallel, they appear in different orders between the two texts. The
second difficulty with this theory is that it appears contradictory. In his commentary,
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Milgrom suggests that the deaf and mute are omitted because the list deals with visible
defects, yet he appears to agree when he quotes Elliger who suggests, “this ostensibly
exceptional defect was arbitrarily chosen to match its equivalent in the animal list.” 103
A third prominent theory of composition posits that the list is not limited to the
twelve blemishes listed, but the twelve blemishes are general categories of blemishes.
This theory originates in the Mishnah as the rabbis turned the twelve blemishes into one
hundred forty two blemishes (m. Bek 7:1-7). Erhard Gerstenberger suggests that the
priestly instructions throughout Leviticus are not thorough and complete; Leviticus
neglects to address idol worship, disregard for the Sabbath and violating the
commandments of YWHW. The fragmentation is therefore, not specifically in regards to
blemishes in Lev 21 but since the entire book is fragmented, it would be understandable
that these blemishes are also fragmented.104 Milgrom proposes the text has a
sophisticated structure and the structure of the text leads to understanding the expansion
of the blemishes.
The many fine points in this sophisticated structure are almost too
numerous to mention. The most glaring and, hence, most important
point is that it consistently keep the key word 'blemish' (x) in the
middle: in each of the two panels (axb, a1xb1; in each of the two
chiasms (a1'xa'; b1'xb'); and in the overall structure (AXA') not by the
word 'blemish' but by enumerating twelve of them. The twelve
blemishes (X) are enveloped by twelve clauses (axb; a1'xb'; b1'xb'),
which themselves are of equal number (4a + 4b + 4x). Thus, the number
twelve is the structural key to the pericope. This implies that the twelve
blemishes are enumerated not because there are no more. Rather, the
enumerated twelve are generic categories from which specific blemishes
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of each genre can be derived. Thus, the rabbis are justified in adding
many others to this list.105
This theory, like the others discussed, leaves some unanswered questions. If this
list composed of blemishes that make up generic categories why are some, such as a
broken hand and foot or itching and scabs, so similar? Why use such literarily obscure
blemishes instead of conditions that were more common? From a redemptionist
viewpoint, this theory may appear most damaging, for the theory expands the list to the
one hundred forty two blemishes of the rabbis and possibly even more; however it is
from this expansion and the understanding and insight of the rabbis, which will be
discussed in the next chapter, that can bring redemption to this text.

The Priestly Blemishes In Relation To Holiness Word Group106
With an understanding of the individual blemishes from Lev 21, the focus now
shifts to the implication a blemish had on a priest by examining the basic concepts of
holiness words. Although all of the holiness words are not in Lev 21:17-23, they are
connected and thus present conceptually, and are the driving purpose behind the Holiness
Code (Lev 19:2), and the entire book of Leviticus (Lev 10:10). The holiness words are
the four possible statuses-holy, common, pure, and impure-placed upon people or
things.107 While two statuses can coexist, the impure can never contact the holy. The
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common and pure are static while the holy and pure and mutually antagonistic and
dynamic seeking to extend their influence and control over the other categories. 108 An
examination of the holiness words, and the implication that each had on the cultic
activity, especially as it relates to priests, will show that the priestly blemishes of Lev 21
did not show ill will toward those with the blemishes.
The holiness words center around the idea of holiness, for YHWH instructs the
Israelites to be holy because YHWH is holy (Lev 19:2). In the Hebrew Bible, holiness
comes from YHWH, and only YHWH- holiness is an extension of the character of
YHWH who allows certain things- such as land (Israel), people (Israelites and priests),
places (the sanctuary) and times (Sabbath)- to be designated as holy.109 Holiness is not
stagnate, but an active force initiated by YHWH. 110
"Holiness is thus a very comprehensive concept indeed. It is, really, not such a
religious aspiration, or even just a moral code. Holiness is rather a way of being:
a way of being with God in covenant relationship, a way of being like God in
clean and wholesome living, a way of being God's people in the midst of an
unholy and unclean world. Preserving that holy cleanness among God's peopleritually, morally, physically, socially, symbolically- is the primary thrust of the
laws in the book of Leviticus."111
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While the thrust of Leviticus might be holiness, according to Milgrom the
understanding of holiness is different throughout the Pent. In P, holiness applies only to
certain space, persons, and times; in H the barrier between the priesthood and the laity is
broken thus holiness is available to all Israel, not just the priests. Holiness becomes more
than obeying prohibitions but about embracing positive “ethical” commands; the
adherence of these commands either enhances or diminishes the holiness of Israel.
Observance of the commands is how Israel attains holiness, and although for the priests
holiness is genetically transmitted, they must also obey the commandments to retain their
own holiness and to keep Israelites from becoming impure and sinning (Lev 22:16). 112
Thus, for H holiness is a dynamic concept, towards which all of Israel, priests and laity
alike, must continuously strive: priests to retain it, lay persons to attain it.” 113
While holiness is reserved for YHWH and those things designated by YHWH as
set apart, impurity are those things that threaten the pure status of Israel and its sanctuary.
Scholars identify two kinds of impurities throughout the texts: ritual and moral
impurities.114 Moral impurities were the results of sexual sin (Lev 18:24-30), idolatry
(Lev 19:31; 20:1-3), and bloodshed (Num 35:33-34). Moral impurity resulted from sin
and while not contagious it lead to long-lasting or permanent degradation of the offender.
Purification from moral impurity required repentance and sacrifice, or punishment. While
moral impurity does defile the sacred places (Lev 20:3), “the effect of moral impurity
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does not penetrate the holy realm by the entrance of sinners into it. Moral impurity is a
potent force unleashed by sinful behavior that affects the sanctuary even from afar.” 115
Sin, while not tantamount with impurity, is the greatest impurity.
Most impurities are the result of the human condition and are brought on by
death, disease, or sexual discharge. Ritual impurity, outlined in Lev 11-15 and Num 19, is
necessary, natural and unavoidable, even if obeying the commands of YHWH. 116 Ritual
impurity in some cases was contagious117 and therefore in order to safeguard the
community, the ritually impure were hindered from participation in cultic activity and
access to the sacred spaces. The purification procedure for the ritually impure involved
either bathing or the passage of time and occasionally sacrifices.118 The primary concern
of the priest was to safeguard the separation between the spheres of ritual purity and
impurity, for when the holy contacts the impure it brings grave punishment and effects.119
If the spheres of the holy and the impure ever did meet different terminology was used
between the various kinds of impurities; ( טמאdefile) is used with both ritual and moral
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impurity, but ( חנקpollute) and ( תועבהabomination) are used only in the context of moral
impurity.120
The primary concern of biblical texts, and scholars, is the identification of those
things that are holy and impure, little time or effort is spent on the counterparts 121, the
common and the pure; for Mary Douglas simply defines purity as the absence of impurity
and common as the absence of holiness.122 To grasp Lev 21:17-23 one must understand
חלל, and the implication of ( חלל את־מקדׁשיprofane my sanctuaries). Bibb proposes that
חלל, which is best translated as common, is the “non-cultic counterpart of holy,” thus
anything not set aside for cultic use was common. The simplicity of this definition and
the obvious nature of the distinction between ‘holy’ and ‘common’ is the reason for the
absence from P.123 Leviticus highlights three things that can be profaned: YHWH’s name,
the sanctuary, and one’s own family. YHWH’s name is profaned when the Israelites
participate in child sacrifice (Lev 18:21; 20:3), swear falsely by the name of YHWH (Lev
19:3), and by not obeying YHWH’s statutes (Lev 21:6). Bryan Bibb suggests that these
acts are profaning because they are public acts that show malice toward YHWH by
declaring that YHWH has no authority in that person’s life.124 The sanctuary is profaned
when the priest goes outside the sanctuary for mourning while in anointed as holy (Lev
21:12), when a blemished priest approaches the altar or curtain (Lev 21:23) and when the
priests fail to be diligent in keeping the regulations of the sanctuary (Lev 22:9). The
120
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sanctuary was holy; it was the place YHWH intersected with his people. The people
needed to have trust in the sacredness of that place. Those things that profaned the
sanctuary were not evil, outside of the sanctuary, they were very common, and for this
reason, they were prohibited inside the sanctuary. Finally, a person profanes their own
family when a daughter is a prostituted or of questionable character (Lev 19:29; 21:9;
21:15) or a priest may profane himself by disobeying the rules of social engagement
(21:4). “Profanity here is not primarily a cultic issue, but a concern for how people view
the priests and how they conduct themselves before the watchful eyes of the
congregation.”125
According to the text, the blemished priest who approaches the sacred spaces of
the altar and the curtain profanes the sanctuary. Milgrom suggests that because of the
proximity to the inner sanctum, the incense offerings (Ex 30:7-8), attending the
lampstand (Lev 24:1-4), and presenting the bread at the table (Lev 24:5-8) were also
forbidden for the blemished priest.126 Eiesland uses Milgrom’s analysis and extends it by
suggesting that although a blemish did not make a priest impure, the physical defect
represented a threat to the holy places and objects, a serious offense that could result in
death.127 Eiesland is correct that the blemished priest was not deemed impure, no mention
is made about the status of the priest, but the text states that the blemished priest “may eat
the food of his God, the most holy as well as the holy” (Lev 21:22) an activity reserved
for pure priests (Num 18:13), to occur in a sacred place (Lev 6:16). Because the text
includes the blemished priest as one who can partake of the most holy food, Olyan
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presents a viewpoint different from Milgrom. “Clearly, the priest’s blemish is not
constructed as generally profaning to holy space and holy items. If it were, he would not
be able to remain in the sanctuary sphere, nor would he be able to eat the holy foods
brought to the sanctuary by worshipers. The priest’s blemish is constructed as profaning
only when he participates in the proscribed rites, as v. 23 suggests.” 128

Conclusion
The heightened precautions of Lev 21:17-23 layout specific physical blemishes,
evidenced by the use of מום. Although obscure, the blemishes should not be viewed as
merely symbolic emphasizing the heightened morality priests were called to because
תמאם, used in the parallel text of Lev 22:20-24, is omitted from the text. A blemish

prohibited a priest from approaching the altar and the curtain, but the priest was not
deemed as impure or restricted from the cultic sphere; in fact, the text is clear that the
blemished priest is still eligible to eat the holy and most holy food. The blemished priest
is ineligible for the prestigious cultic activity of sacrifice in order to prevent the
profanation of the sanctuary; yet the text gives no other reasoning for this restriction and
it makes no further statements regarding the priest.
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Chapter Four
Priestly Restrictions As Understood in Other Ancient
Jewish Literature

The Hebrew Bible, and other Jewish literature use disability in a variety of ways,
both positively and negatively; however, the literature builds on the foundation that all
are created in the image of YHWH, therefore to treat a person with a disability unjustly is
the same as treating YHWH unjustly. 129 For the succinctness of this thesis, examination
will be limited to those passages that deal with the activity of the priest or texts restricting
the greater population with a blemish especially in regards to cultic activities. This
chapter will cover portrayals throughout the Hebrew Bible, Qumran, and the rabbinic
literature of the Mishnah and the Talmud. These texts cover centuries and Abrams
suggests:
It is logical to assume that society continually underwent such
transmogrifications that were likely to have been part of ancient life as well.
…particularly when it comes to issues such as the physical perfection of priests or
the role of disabilities in the Bible, we must overcome the distance of 3,000 years
or more.” 130
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Through an examination of ancient Jewish texts, we will discover that the priestly
restrictions of Lev 21:17-23 were not intended to imply impurity or inequality of the
blemished priest, instead they were put into place in order to deter the “stare” of the
people so that the focus was the cultic activity at the altar and not the priest himself.

Other Biblical Texts Regarding the Priestly Restrictions
While no other passages specifically restrict a blemished priest from approaching
the altar, two texts may provide insight into the restrictions of Lev 21. First, Ezek 44
identifies “all those who are to be excluded from the sanctuary” (Ezek 44:5). The list
includes the rebellious, foreigners, and the uncircumcised. When praising the Levitical
priests who remained faithful to YHWH, there is no mention of blemishes. On its own,
this omission of blemishes is not surprising, yet the passage bans priests from drinking
wine in the sanctuary and says “they shall not marry a widow, or a divorced woman, but
only a virgin of the stock of Israel,” words which seem to clearly echo Lev 21:7.131 The
second passage, 1 Sam 3:2-3 informs us that Eli the priest was serving in the temple even
though his “eyesight had begun to grow dim so that he could not see,” and later in the
narrative it says again: “his eyes were set, so that he could not see anymore” (1 Sam
4:15). Some scholars, such as John Barry suggest that “Eli’s “physical malady represents
his spiritual condition,” 132 however, the placement in the text may suggest otherwise.
The paragraph’s preceding the call of Samuel contain the prophecy against Eli’s
household a logical place to make a note about Eli’s spiritual blindness, yet the author
places the note about Eli’s blindness in the narrative concerning Samuel. Of more
131
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importance though is what is not in the text. The blemished priest was restricted from
approaching the altar and coming near to the curtain so “that he may not profane my
sanctuaries” (Lev 21:23). 1 Sam makes no mention of Eli profaning the sanctuary
because of his blindness. This omission might suggest that there were blemished priests
in the temple.
Also important are the texts that deal with the laypersons admission and
restriction in the temple and community. Deuteronomy 23:2(H) says the man “whose
testicles have been crushed or whose penis is cut off shall not be admitted to the assembly
of YHWH.” Similar to Lev 21:20 restricting the priest with crushed testicles, yet
Deuteronomy focuses on those who intentionally mutilated their genitals either as an act
of worship to a foreign deity or as an act of allegiance while serving in a foreign
government.133 The text not only prohibits the eunuch from the temple, but from the
“assembly of YHWH,” the group of adult men who made decisions, participated in the
cultic activity and served in the military. 134 This prohibition fits well within the
framework of other Deuteronomic prohibitions, which often highlight the differences
between Israel and the nations of Canaan. 135 Thus, the prohibition in Deuteronomy
focuses on keeping Israel pure and faithful to YHWH not at alienating persons with
disabilities.136
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One final biblical text to containing a restriction is 2 Sam 5:8b that restricts the
blind and the lame from entering the אל־הבית. Noting that the verse does not fit within the
narrative, Saul Olyan claims a consensus among scholars that this verse is a later
addition; 137 not clearly understood is the exact meaning of the text. While most scholars
contend that “house” is referring to the temple, as the LXX translates the phrase as “to
the house of the LORD,” it is unclear exactly who the “blind” and “lame” in the text are
referring to.
Anthony Ceresko believes the adage to be symbolic: "2 Samuel 5:6-10
admittedly has its share of textual and exegetical problems. Nonetheless, attention to the
literary coherence of the unit and the distinctive use of key terms such as 'lame,' 'blind,'
and 'house' suggest that the passage employs irony and foreshadowing to make a
statement about dynasty and kingship."138 Ceresko lays out how the “lame” through
Mephibosheth narrative represent the Saulide dynasty; and the “blind” refer to Zedikiah,
the final king in the Davidic monarchy. Jeremy Schipper agrees with Ceresko but takes it
further; "This verse is actually part of a larger rhetorical technique that uses imagery of
physical disability and weakness to characterize both parties. One should not read 2 Sam
5:8b simply as an epigram with the 'lame' applying to Saul's house and the 'lame'
applying to David's house, but rather as part of a more subtle and ironic depiction of the
relationship between these two houses."139
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While the “blind” and the “lame” may have symbolic meaning, some saw it as a
legitimate ban.140 Olyan suggests that “the blind and the lame” may be synecdoches
representing all blemishes advocating that the broader understanding is appealing given
the long lists of blemishes that disqualify sacrificial animals (Lev 22:22-24), restrict
priests (Lev 21:17-23), and other synecdochic passages (Mal 1:8,13; Deut 15:21). 141 Still
unanswered is who the prohibition applies to: is this simply an expansion of the priestly
restrictions in Lev 21 or does the prohibition apply to worshipers, expanding on Deut
23:1. Hector Avalos believes worshipers were restricted; if the priest were restricted and
Lev 21 and 2 Sam 5:8b were contemporaneous then we face with a double standard.
Avalos contends that it was not a fear of contagion, but the restriction was for socioeconomic reasons.142 Olyan also believes the restriction is aimed at worshipers yet
suggests it is due to the popularity of the adage as well as the fact that the priests are not
directly identified, and the use of the idiom בא׳על, which is used in connection with both
groups.143
While Lev 21 and 2 Sam 5:8b exclude those with blemishes, either priest or
worshiper, several prophetic texts paint a picture of restoration and inclusion. Isaiah uses
disability throughout the text. “The deaf shall hear the words of the scroll;” and “the eyes
of the blind shall see” (Isa 29:18; 35:5). The “lame shall leap like a deer, and the tongue
of the speechless sing for joy” (Isa 35:6).The eunuchs and foreigners that “hold fast to my
140
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covenant” (Isa 56:5) YHWH will give “an everlasting name that shall not be cut off” (Isa
56:5). In Jeremiah 31:7-9, the blind and the lame are among those who YHWH is saving
and bringing together. In Micah the lame will be made a remnant and the afflicted will be
made a strong nation (4:7). Finally in Zephaniah YHWH saves the lame and gathers the
outcasts and he will “change their shame into praise” (3:19).
The Hebrew Bible presents disabilities in a number of different ways, not a shock
given the timeframe and number of authors. Yet there is also uniformity in how the
Hebrew Bible portrays disabilities. Roy McCloughry and Wayne Morris summarize the
texts this way:
The Old Testament does not have just one approach to disability. It builds on the
idea that all people are made in the image of God. It sometimes uses disability
language as metaphors for divine judgment, but is this a comment on all disabled
people? Quite the reverse; we find that to treat a disabled person unjustly is to do
the same to God. It is true that God demands perfection because he is holy and it
is true that this is represented in the idea of priestly perfection, but this is because
the temple represents a perfect world that the prophets tell us will come one day
when all disabilities will be no more. Perfection is a standard that we all fall
short of."144

Disqualifying Blemishes in Qumran Literature
The sectarian community at Qumran had very strict and prohibitive laws in
regards to ritual purity and blemishes. The community placed a high importance on
impurities, new members of the community were restricted from eating the community
meal and touching ritually pure items for the first year, and were banned from touching
the community drink for the first two years. If, as many scholars believe, priests who
broke away from the Jerusalem cult and regarded themselves as the true Israel founded
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the community this would explain the strict rules regarding purity.145 This may also
explain why the priests filled so many roles146 and had great importance in the
community; the priest was so important that according to the Community Rule when ten
or more men were gathered to debate, study scripture, or pray a priest must be present
(1QS VI). Despite the high importance priests played at Qumran, they were unable to
perform sacrifices, to replace the void prayer and praise became acceptable substitutes (1
QS ix. 4-5).147
In addition to the texts from Qumran, the archaeology at Qumran also portrays the
high priority placed on purity within the community. At least 16 pools have been found
in archaeological remain at Qumran; of the 16 pools found 10 of them have been
identified as miqva’ot used for the specific purpose of ritual cleansing. Bryant Wood
estimates that the pools at Qumran have a storage capacity of 577,800 liters of water.
According to Bryant’s calculations, there was more than enough water storage for the
essential daily activities of a community of 200; therefore some of the pools must have
been used for miqva’ot. Another important element in identifying these pools as used for
ritual purity is the addition of wide steps within the structure. If these structures were
simply used for water storage, the addition of wide stairs would diminish the storage
capacity, the only reason to add wide steps is for easy access in and out of the water is in
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the case of a miqva’ot.148 “The large number of miqva’ot at Qumran are a physical
expression of the community’s unique concerns regarding purity.” 149
The emphasis on correct lineage diminished with Qumran as the priestly ideas of
the Torah expanded to include everyone within the community-“everyone in the
community must basically be blemishless: fully functioning and sensate.” 150 The Qumran
list of blemishes found in Rule of the Community (1 QSa ii:3-9):
And no men smitten with any human uncleanness shall enter the assembly of
God; no man smitten with any of them shall be confirmed in his office in the
congregation. No man smitten in his flesh, or paralysed in his feet or hands, or
lame, or blind, or dead, or dumb, or smitten in his flesh with a visible blemish; or
an old man so crippled that he cannot hold himself up in the congregation; none
of these shall co[me] to stand [a]mong the congregation of the m[e]n of renown,
for the Angels of Holiness are [with] their [congregation]. 151
The text claims the presence of the “Angels of Holiness” as the reason why these persons
are blemished. Another list of priestly disqualifications found in 4Q266, of most interest
is the first restriction: “Whoever speaks too fast {or: too quietly, lit. swift or light with his
tongue) or with a staccato voice and does not split his words to make [his voice] heard,
no one from among these shall read the Book of [the] La[w] that he may not misguide
someone in a capital matter.”152
Other texts highlight the restriction of those with blemishes from entering the city,
for YHWH dwells there (Col XLV:12-14) and restriction of the blemished, children,
women, and men those who are impure because of a nocturnal emission from entering the
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war camp in the War Scroll. “These texts intensify the purity standards in the Hebrew
Bible and reinterpret the Bible’s stipulations to apply to the community’s particular
situation.”153

Disqualifying Blemishes in the Rabbinic Literature of the Mishnah and
Talmud
Passages discussing blemishes occur frequently within the rabbinic literature; in
the Mishnah alone “blemish” occurs 168, “deaf-mute” occurs 94 times, “blind” occurs 30
times, and “lame” occurs 25 times. As with the other literature examined, the rabbis
presented different viewpoints on disability. Throughout the writings disability can be
seen as a punishment from Yahweh (m. Pe’ah 8:9; b. Sukkah 53a), a catalyst providing
important insight (m. Meg. 28a) and simply as the result of an accident (b. Sukkah 53a),
unsanitary habits (b. Sabb. 109a) or old age (b. Sabb. 152a). Although various reasons
exist for a disability, the rabbis’ reflection on Exod 4:10-11 make it clear that YHWH is
the one that makes bodies function as they do. It is God who “gives him spirit and breath
and beauty of face and seeing eyes and hearing ears and walking legs and understanding
and insight” (b. Nid. 31). Throughout the Talmud, disability is a problem in the eye of the
beholder and the rabbis use it “to underscore the instability of the body to grapple with
the experience of physicality, frailty, and embodiment.”154
A classification of disabilities is in these writings, the classification centers
around the cheris shoteh va-katan. The classification links hearing and speaking with
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cognitive ability and reasoning.155 Another category of deaf people is referred to as "deaf
mute," "deaf and can speak,” one who has "become a deaf-mute", a "deaf mute who
recovered his senses," and "deaf." The ultimate concern was the ability of the deaf person
to develop da’at. M. Arachin 1:1 shows how this concern played out in everyday life.
The deaf-mute was restricted from making a vow, however, they were given more
leniency in criminal matters because it was believe that they had a limited ability to think
and soundly or morally (m. B. Qam. 4:4). Since learning relied heavily on verbal arguing,
discussing, and questioning of others, it is easy to see how one could conclude that a
deaf-mute was unable to develop knowledge and reasoning.
Yet hearing was also important in the religious activity as well, as Jews were
required to recite the shema. The rabbis discussed exactly what the first command in the
shema means and if it simply meant to hear or if it actually implied to understand, which
some argued could be done without hearing an audible sound.156 The rabbis understood
that at least for the person who became deaf after displaying intelligence and reason,
communication was possible through the hands. Therefore, some deaf people could have
access to da’at and thus were allowed to continue in activities such as marriage, divorce,
and even business communication via signs.157
In regards to worship in the temple, a shift takes place in the rabbinic literature. B.
Hagigah 1:1 declares “All are liable for an appearance offering [before the LORD] (ex
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23:14; Deut 16:16) except for (1) cheresh, (2) shoteh, (3) katan,” and 8 other people are
listed. These ‘blemished” people are not prohibited from entry, instead they are shown
leniency. The blemished listed are not required to appear in Jerusalem for the festivals of
Pesach, Shavuot, and Sukkot; for the journey to Jerusalem is difficult and those who are
lame, blind, sick, or old do not need to make it158. However, the Bavli also requires those
that the deaf (only) and the mute (only) were not only to appear at the temple but also
rejoicing. (b. Hag 2b-3b). The priestly ideal is still held onto; Abrams writes: “If, at these
moments, God is inspecting the troops, as it were, and determining if they were worthy of
further support and agricultural bounty, and if the priests were considered the finest
representatives of the Jewish people, then it is logical that at such a moment of transition,
all Israelites who appeared at the Temple for God's inspection would be required to be as
close to the priestly ideal as possible.”159
When the rabbis examined the blemishes that disqualified a priest from service,
they expanded the blemishes from the twelve in Lev 21 to 65 in m Bekherot 7:1-7 and
142 in b. Bekherot160. The expanded blemishes describe various shapes of the body,
problems in the eyes and the way one walk, and the amount of hair on one’s head and
face. All of the problems are visible except two: one who is ambidextrous and the deafmute. The rabbis explain why the blemish is listed: “A man whose eyelashes have fallen
out and a man whose teeth have been taken out are disqualified ‘on the account of the
appearance of the eye’ (i.e., because of how they look).” 161
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The discussion regarding the blemishless priest and the concern for their look
rises out of practicality and appropriateness, not out of inferiority. “Their concern was
that the disability would be a distraction to the congregants. Deformity of the hands in
this context was considered akin to pronouncing word differently from the local
community members because of being raised in a different area of the country."162 The
intent was not to stigmatize the priest, or anyone with those blemishes, rather the Talmud
is trying to ensure proper focus during worship. The intent of the rabbinic writings was to
deter “the stare” of the people. “‘The stare’ is a disability studies term which refers to:
‘the intrusive gave of a viewer, which often objectifies and disables the person being
stared at.”163
The rabbinic writings say nothing about the stare in regards to priests and offering
sacrifices; however it is important to remember that the destruction of the temple in 70
C.E.

limited the function of the priests. One of the ways they continued to serve was in

giving the priestly benediction, in which they would raise their hands. Congregants are to
refrain from looking at the priest during this time, since they believe God's presence
descends during the blessing. Therefore looking at the priest during the benediction is the
same as looking upon YHWH. The "atmosphere of lethal holiness that always obtained in
the Temple is recreated in the synagogue."164 The priestly blessing in the synagogue
becomes a key, if not the key ritual moment during worship:
The priestly blessing in the synagogue is a moment of ritual and religious
performance, but it is a performance in which the bodies of the priests aim to be
invisible to avoid the gaze of those in the gallery. The priest body is imagined as a
162
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kind of negative space, one that avoids engaging the viewer. Whether because the
blessing occasions a potent manifestation of the divine presence or because the
priestly body might distract viewers from their reception of the blessing, the
priests who transmit God's blessing strive to elude the eye.165
m Megillah 4:7 states: “A priest who has blemishes on his hands should not raise his
hands in the priestly benediction. R. Judah says, “Also, he whose hands are dyed with
woad or madder should not raise his hands, “because the people stare at him.”166 The
Jerusalem Talmud expands on this teaching claiming that blemishes on the face also
disqualify a priest, yet it provides a stipulation that, quoting t. Meg 3:29D, that if the
priest is well known, the priest is able to proceed with the blessing, even with blemishes.
For the blemishes of a well-known priest will not be a distraction. Although a priest with
a blemish may offer a blessing, there is one exception: a priest who has a childlike
appearance, or does not have a full beard, may not offer the blessing because he appears
to be a minor. “The priest’s disqualification is based solely on his outer appearance and
has nothing to do with his da’at, his cognitive ability to say the blessing with intention, or
even with his being a man, as opposed to a minor. It is his appearance of being a minor
that disqualifies him.”167
Further evidence the rabbis’ restrictions are based on deterring the “stare” of the
people are seen in the importance they put on the correct flow of the service. Examining
who could perform different activities within the service shows how important the flow
of the service was. m Megilla 4:6 declares that a minor may read the Torah and translate,
performed at the front of the synagogue, yet he may not recite the Shema or give the
priestly blessing. The blind man and the man in ragged clothes may both recite the Shema
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and translate but they are not able to read the Torah or give the priestly blessing, for those
activities would require them to make their way in front of the people and thus possibly
disrupt the service. The prohibitions of the priest, and others with a blemish were not
about a problem with the body. The problem is things marked and viewed as different
and the stare that they invoke. The problem is the ‘lingering eye of the congregation.” 168

Conclusion
In her summary of texts dealing with priestly perfection, Abrams says the texts do
portray a Jewish ideal personhood for the people to try to conform to; then she asks:
Did this represent an attempt to raise the sanctity of lay Israelites nearer to the
level of the priests? Or was it an attempt to exclude as many persons as possible
from certain important moments in Jewish life? The answer may depend on the
situation. For trials that incurred heavy punishments (e.g., the suspected
adulterous wife and the stubborn, rebellious son) the latter motive was probably
operant. For ritual and spiritual moments such as Torah study or appearing at
the Temple, the former may have been in play. In either case, the unblushing Jew
who could best meet every test, human or divine, was the blemishless, fullgrown,
free man of priestly lineage: a group whose members were few and proud.

YHWH does command Israel to be holy as YHWH is holy, which by definition of the
word holy, word imply that they are in exclusive group. However, the portrayal of
YHWH gathering the blind, the lame, eunuchs and foreigners together as remnant and a
strong nation shows that Israel is to be inclusive. Israel is to be exclusive in their worship
of YHWH but inclusive in their treatment of others. The priestly blemishes in Lev 21:1723 highlight this, for of utmost importance in worshiping YHWH was focus on YHWH,
nothing was to distract the people. Leviticus 21:17-23 intends to keep the focus on
YHWH by excluding those who had a blemish that would have attracted the stare of the
168
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people. Yet to ensure that they are inclusive in their lives and love, the priests with a
blemish were still included in the elite group of priests and able to partake of the blessing
of the most holy food.
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Chapter Five
Conclusions

The intent of this thesis was to examine Lev 21:17-23, a discriminating text, and
redeem this text for the modern reader. Priests in the ANE were an elite social class,
intelligent people, elevated in status because of the view that they were a reflection of the
deity. Priests were mediators between the deities and the common people, both the deity
and the people wanted a strong appearance before the other, so many societies certain
physical requirements had to be met, anyone who did not meet these standards was
unable to appear before the gods. Therefore, the idea of priestly perfection is not unique
to Israel, rather, Lev 21:17-23 simply borrows the social and religious practices of the
cultures around them.
The language of Lev 21:17-23 is not merely symbolic but refers to real physical
characteristics and truly disqualifies a priest from certain cultic activities if the priest has
one or more of these blemishes; however, the cultic language used does not imply
impurity or inequality in any way. The priest may still partake of the most holy food,
something an impure person was not able to do. When Lev 21:17-23 is viewed in light of
other biblical and rabbinic texts the intent of restricting the blemished priest shows an
intent to deter the stare of the people and is not a reflection the ability or inability of the
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blemished priest being able to perform a task; this interpretation fits well within the
purpose of Leviticus.
From the detailed procedures for offering sacrifices in the early chapters to the
rules for holy living in the holiness code, Leviticus’ purpose is to help the Israelites learn
the proper ways to worship YHWH. 169 P depicts correct worship through rituals while H
portrays worship through behaviors.170 When viewed within the overall context of
Leviticus, and seeing the historical setting, the cultic language used, and the
interpretation of the rabbis, Lev 21:17-23 ultimately comes down to keeping the focus on
YHWH and off the priest.

Areas of Further Study
The field of biblical disability studies and a growing and widening field with
much work to do. Books inspecting Mephibosheth171 and the suffering servant of Isa
53172 exist, yet no book exists focusing specifically on the priestly blemishes of Lev 21.
Such a work could focus on the issues of identifying the medical conditions of the
blemishes, comparing the blemishes similar blemish lists either biblical (Lev 22) or
rabbinic (m. Bek 7). One other area to explore in relation to Lev 21 is the theological
impact, especially in connection with resurrected bodies and disabilities.
Expanding beyond Lev 21, examining the ways in which different genres portray
disabilities throughout the Bible, and changes in the way that people with disabilities are
portrayed in different times could be groundbreaking. Creating such a work might lead to
169
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developing a disability hermeneutic and help the bible become not so foreign to people
with disabilities.173
One additional area of study is in the area of biblical ethics as it relates to people
with disabilities. While there are numerous biblical ethics works, many examine Lev
19:14 and mention YHWH’s concern for the disabled and less fortunate, yet in doing so
portray those with a disability as weak and unable to help themselves. Although Lev 21
restricts priests with a blemish, it does not imply that the blemished priest is weak and
helpless.

173
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Appendix A
Comparing the Blemish Lists
The following table shows blemish lists of Lev 21, Lev 22 and m Bek 7. The
blemishes in bold are those I felt were parallel to each other in Lev 21 and Lev 22. The
blemishes from Mishnah are placed according to their closest parallel in Lev 21. I
included the blemishes from the Mishnah to show some of the progression and
categorization of the blemishes; further progression can be seen when comparing the 65
blemishes in the Mishnah with the 142 in the Talmud. I omitted the Talmud blemishes
from this list because wording them for this chart proved quite difficult and they are best
seen within their context where one can see the arguments and reasoning the sages had
for including or excluding certain blemishes.

Lev 21
Blind (18)

Lev 22
Blind (22)

Lame (18)
Mutilated face (18)

Injured (22)
Maimed (22)
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m Bek 7
Deaf-mute
Imbecile
Drunkard
Smitten with epilepsy
Bald
Without eyebrows
Has only one eyebrow
He whose eyebrows hang down
Flat nosed
Eyelashed fall out
Ears are too small (Simmea)
Ears look like sponges (Simmen)
Upper lip sticks out over the lower
Lower lip sticks out over the upper
Teeth are taken out
Lock jaw
One born from the side

Limb too long (18)

Limb too long (23)

Itching disease (20)

Itch (22)

Scabs (20)

Scabs (22)

Crushed testicles (20)

Crushed testicles (24)

Broken Hand (19)

Torn testicles (24)

Broken Foot (19)

Cut testicles (24)

Hunchback (20)

Discharge (22)

Dwarf (20)

Limb too short (23)

Blemish in his eyes (20)

Bruised testicles (24)
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Body is too big for his limbs
Body is too small for his limbs
Nose too big for his limbs
Nose too small for his limbs
Swarthy
One who has clean negaim
Red-skinned
Albino
Dangling warts
Breasts like those of a woman
Swollen belly
Belly button protrudes
Testicles too large
Penis too large
One who has no testicles
One who has only one testicle
An extra finger that has been cut off but has a
bone in it
Six fingers and toes
Ambidextrous
Knocks together his ankles or his knees
Swollen feet
Bowlegged
One who puts together his soles and his knees
do not touch one another
Swelling on the big toe
Heel juts out backward
Sole as wide as that of a goose
Toe lies one above the other
Webbed toes to the middle joint
One whose head is wedge-shaped
Turnip-shaped head
Hammer-shaped head
One whose head is sunk in
Flat on the back
He who has two backs and two backbones
Giant
Dwarf
Paints both eyes in one movement
Those who cover their eyes from the sun
Unmatched eyes
Bleary eyes
Eyes as larger as those of a calf
Eyes as small as those of a goose
Progenitor
Progenitor’s offspring

One upon whom a sin was committed
One who killed a man
He who marries women that are forbidden
One who contracts corpse ubcleanness
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